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FIRE FREQUENCY TESTED AT THE
PUSHMATAHA WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AREA
By Denise Henderson Vaughn
During a field tour October 11 at the Pushmataha Forest Habitat Research Demonstration Area, researchers
offered insights into how adjusting fire frequency affects timber and forage in a shortleaf-pine dominated forest.
Oklahoma State University researcher John Weir and Oklahoma Department of Wildlife Conservation biologist
Jack Waymire provided these fire-management tips and findings:

 Plots burned more frequently produce more forage per acre per year than those burned less often, but
trees can be scarce in the most frequently burned areas.
Please provide comments and general inquiries to the consortium via
email: oakfirescience@gmail.com

CONTACT INFO:
For more information contact:
Joe Marschall
Coordinator
marschallj@missouri.edu

 A three-year fire return is the “tipping point;” at this interval and more frequent ones the dominant
ground cover shifts from woody to herbaceous.

 Fire is a very cost-effective management tool for producing wildlife forage compared to food plots.
 The needs of many species within the wildlife management area are met using a three-year fire interval to
burn small patches each year within a large landscape, a practice known as patch burning.

 Stocker cattle gain 10-15 percent more weight after a burn as compared to unburned areas.
 Fire is a key tool for controlling woody plants, so when grazing fire-managed woodlands, a best practice is
to allow livestock to eat only about 25 percent of the available forage. This puts priority on leaving adequate
fuel for the next prescribed burn.
The 19,247 acre Pushmataha WMA, located on the western edge of the Ouachitas, was

...Cont’d on Page 4

Mike Stambaugh
Consortium Chair
stambaughm@missouri.edu

Our Mission:
To provide fire science to
resource managers, landowners, and the public about
the use, application and effects of fire within
the region

Special points of interest:
 Visit oakfirescience.com
 Find us on Facebook
 Follow us on Twitter
 Watch us on Vimeo

“In the 19th century, a lot of this country looked like this, beautiful,” said Oklahoma State University researcher John Weir,
far right. This shortleaf pine—bluestem research plot was initially thinned, then burned every year since 1985. Nothing has
been planted; the big bluestem and other groundcover grew from an existing root and seed bank, producing forage that averages 3,000 lbs/acre/year. Weir was speaking to about 80 participants during the October 11 field tour at the Pushmataha
Wildlife Management Area near Clayton in southeastern Oklahoma. See pages 4 & 5 for more field tour photos.
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RESEARCH HIGHLIGHT:

Suites of fire-adapted traits of oaks in the southeastern USA:
multiple strategies for persistence
J. Morgan Varner, Jeffrey M. Kane, J. Kevin Hiers, Jesse K. Kreye, Joseph Veldman
Fire Ecology, Volume 12, Issue 2, 2016

I

n this study, the authors evaluated 25 life history traits
relating to fire adaptation for eight oak (Quercus) species
native to the southeastern U.S. Oak species occur
throughout many ecosystems in the Southeast, from fireprotected forests to annually burned savannas. In fire-prone
ecosystems, oaks exhibit several survival strategies and have
an important role in promoting animal and plant biodiversity.
Fire-adaptation strategies of woody plants include:
investing in protective bark, rapid wound closure, ability to
resprout from protected stem buds, and reliance on stored
(“banked”) seeds adapted to germinate post-fire. Fire-adaption
traits analyzed in this study included response to stem injury,
rates of bark accumulation, bark thickness, and leaf litter
flammability. The study was based upon six published
datasets; no field research was conducted.

Management Implications


Fire-adapted oaks are important component of fire-prone woodlands
because they impact fire behavior and species biodiversity through the
flammability of their litter.



Frequent fire gives advantage to pyrophytic (fire-adapted) oaks while
infrequent fire and fire exclusion gives advantage to mesophytic (firesensitive) oaks.



When restoring fire-prone woodlands, planners should recognize the
functional role of pyrophytic oaks, thereby targeting mesophysic oaks for
removal rather than all oaks equally.

Leaf litter traits examined included: depth, drying time, moisture-holding capacity, flame height/duration, and smoldering duration. Bark data
included: accumulation and wound closure rates, and thickness for both saplings and mature trees. The area of xylem lost due to wounding and decay was
examined, as was seed mass. Growth-related data included: tree height, radial growth rates, wood density, and seedling growth rates. Leaf traits
included: lifespan, persistence on stem, area, mass, chlorophyll, and hydraulic conductance.
Cluster analysis was conducted to segregate the eight oak species into three groups. One cluster, pyrophytes, or fire-adapted oaks, shared traits such
as highly flammable litter, rapid juvenile bark accumulation, rapid wound closure, and slow growth rates. These included southern red oak (Q. falcata),
bluejack oak (Q. incana), turkey oak (Q. laevis), and sand post oak (Q. margaretta).
The second cluster, mesophytes, consisted of fire-sensitive oaks that have long
leaf lifespans, low leaf flammability, thin bark, weak wound responses, and rapid
growth rates. Included are laurel oak (Q. hemispaerica) and water oak (Q. nigra).
The third cluster, fire avoiders, shared traits between these two extremes. This
group included evergreen live oaks with thick bark at maturity, rapid growth
rates, and high wood density; they hamper fire by casting year-round shade and
dropping moisture-retaining, non-flammable litter. Included are sand live oak (Q.
geminata) and live oak (Q. virginiana).
Authors identified a strong correlation between traits that protect oaks against
fire, such as thick bark and quick wound closure, and traits that facilitate fire near
those trees, such as litter that dries rapidly and burns intensely. This results in a
feedback loop between an oak species’ ability to survive fire and its role as an
incendiary fuel producer, which effectively kills neighboring competitors.
The four pyrophytic oaks are more persistent through repeated fires due to
thick, fast-growing, fire-protecting bark that closes wounds rapidly with minimal
tissue decay. These pyrophytic species have deep, porous leaf litter that dries
quickly and burns for a short time with tall flames, resulting in high levels of fuel
...Cont’d on Page 3

Dendrogram of eight southeastern USA oaks based on a cluster analysis of
PCA axes for flammability, protective, and physiological traits. “Distance”
refers to Euclidean distance.
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Research Highlight, continued:
consumption and leading to increased local fire intensity. They have a
competitive advantage because these intense fires are likely to kill or
injure other tree species that lack a similar bark and wound response.
Producing thick bark is an expensive allocation of resources. Species
that invest heavily in bark appear to do so through tradeoffs in growth
rates. Sprouts with thick bark are typically shorter than those with less
bark. This tradeoff is most advantageous where heating is greatest,
usually on the lower stem, as less protective bark is needed higher on the
tree bole.
Study authors emphasized fire-adapted oaks’ relationships with the
herbaceous understory within woodlands. Compared to mesophytic oaks,
pyrophytic oaks better coexist with highly flammable grasses, promoting
a fire-prone ecosystem, which in turn limits the presence of fire-sensitive
trees. The combustible litter of fire-adapted oaks not only alters local fire
behavior but may also influence entire fire regimes.
Oak species not included in this study, in particular post oak (Q.
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stellata), blackjack oak (Q. marilandica), and white oak (Q. alba), also have
litter flammability and protective traits that are consistent with
strategies for the pyrophytic oaks reported here. These species were not
included due to lack of data, and authors indicate the need to include
these and other species in future studies.
Mesophytic oaks, which grow tall rapidly but lack fire-adapted traits,
tend to occupy forests rather than woodlands or savannas. They do well
where trees compete aggressively for light in fire-protected areas. These
oaks benefit from a strategy which impedes rather than promotes fire. In
frequently burned landscapes, these species dominate only in protected
refugia, where they become established. Their dominance diminishes the
site flammability and affects the plant community composition and
structure, resulting in a positive feedback loop termed “mesophication”
by Nowacki and Abrams (2008). This process begins during fire-free
intervals and continues if fire is further excluded.
In fire-adapted forest communities, the consequences of fire exclusion
can be severe, including decreases in plant and animal diversity. Novel
outcomes can occur when fire is reintroduced, such as mortality among
trees that are normally fire-resistant.
Study authors recommend that land managers, in
light of the vast diversity among oak species, employ a
nuanced approach during ecological restoration
activities in fire-prone woodlands. In recognition of the
functional role of pyrophytic, fire-adapted oaks,
restoration efforts may benefit from removing select
mesophytic oaks rather than lumping all oaks together.

FOR FURTHER READING
Hiers, J.K., J.W. Walters, R.J. Mitchell, J.M. Varner, L.M.
Conner, L. Blanc, and J. Stowe. 2014. Ecological value of
retaining pyrophytic oaks in longleaf pine ecosystems.
Journal of Wildlife Management 78: 383-393.
Hammond, D.H., J.M. Varner, J.S. Kush, and Z. Fan.
2015. Contrasting sapling bark allocation of five
southeastern USA hardwood tree species in a fire-prone
ecosystem. Ecosphere 6: art 112.
Nowacki, Gregory J, and Abrams, Marc D. 2008. The
demise of fire and "mesophication" of forests in the
eastern United States. BioScience 58(2): 123-138.

Chart and photos reprinted with permission from
Fire Ecology, Volume 12, Issue 2, 2016
Oak traits associated with persistence in fire-prone ecosystems. Thick bark (a), rapid wound closure (b),
and short stature (c) of Quercus laevis Walter. (d) Localized differences in litter characteristics
(moisture enhancing and less flammable; see inset) beneath a Q. geminata Small “dome.”

Download this research brief HERE
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Pushmataha, continued from page 1:

“In any place with rainfall capable of
supporting a forest, a three-year fire
return period is a significant tipping
point for vegetation to shift from forest
to woodland or grassland. Similar trends
are reported in Africa and Australia,
despite different weather patterns.”
— Dwayne Elmore, Oklahoma
State University Wildlife Specialist
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Dwayne Elmore

but at three years or fewer, the ground cover shifts from woody to
herbaceous, creating a consistent “breaking point,” Waymire said.
CONTROL PLOT
Jack Waymire, a wildlife biologist with the Oklahoma Department of Wildlife Conservation, points to an unmanaged control area, saying it produces forage at only
about 142 lbs/acre/year, which would not support livestock.

Weir and Waymire advocated for patch burning as a method to provide
varying stages of succession for wildlife, because some species thrive on fresh
burns, while others do well foraging on one- and two-year-old plant growth.
Turkeys, for instance, prefer older, thicker cover for nesting, but utilize
newly burned areas for brood rearing.
Tour leaders warned participants against rigid thinking, saying the
planned fire return interval is an average, not an actual time period. “You
can mark your calendar, but this isn’t a cookie-cutter situation,” Weir said.
Due to short burn windows and liability issues, burns can often be
postponed. “You can’t burn if there is a drought, a burn ban, or extremely
wet weather. So you need to be opportunistic. If you’ve got the fuel and the
right conditions, then burn it! Then you can skip a year if conditions are
bad,” he said.
… More tour photos on Page 5

4-YEAR BURN PLOT
This plot has been treated the same as the control plot except for a four-year prescribed
burn rotation. It provides good turkey habitat, and contains more grasses, forbs and
legumes than the control, producing forage on average at 414 lbs/acre/year.
established as a deer refuge in 1946. Originally it was managed with a “farm
mentality,” said Waymire, with more than 400 acres of cultivated food plots.
However, a few years after elk were released in 1969, populations of both
deer and elk crashed. This led to efforts to determine how native forage
could be better managed for cattle and wildlife.
Long-term research on the effects of prescribed fire on forage availability
started in 1982, conducted through Oklahoma State University. At this site,
about 50 inches of rain falls annually, sandstone is the parent material,
shortleaf pine is the dominant tree species, post oak is very common, and
some 650 native plants species make up the ground cover.
Researchers set up 35 two-to-four-acre study plots, which were managed
with various configurations of harvesting, thinning, and prescribed fire, the
latter occurring in the dormant season in 1-, 2-, 3-, and 4-year intervals.
Now, more than 30 years later, researchers can cite solid figures for the
average forage production per year in different management configurations.
The control plots (no fire, harvesting, or thinning) produced the least forage,
at 142 lbs/acre/year, and the annually burned plots produced the most, at
3,826 lbs/acre/year. Big bluestem and Indian grass are prolific.
Within the research area, average cost for a burn is $5/acre, compared to
$700/acre to plow, plant and fertilize a food plot, Waymire said. “I quit
planting food plots,” he added.

3-YEAR BURNPLOT

This plot demonstrates the 3-year “tipping point.” Soil, slope and aspect are the same
as other sites shown; only management has changed. Pine was harvested and
hardwoods thinned on this plot in 1984, then it has been burned at 3-year intervals.
Mature shortleaf pine composes the thin overstory, but the midstory has been
eliminated. Forage averages 1,670 lbs/acre/year.
Big bluestem and Indian grass, in the
foreground at right, blanket frequentlyburned plots. Although these two species,
along with little bluestem and switch grass,
are known as the “big four” prairie grasses,
they are often found in woodlands.
Field Tour Partners

Woody understory dominates plots with a four-year or longer fire return,
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Pushmataha, continued from page 4

2-YEAR BURN PLOT

ANNUAL BURN PLOT

Pine was harvested and hardwoods thinned in 1984, then this plot began to be
burned at 2-year intervals. Today, hardwoods are sparse, and big bluestem dominates
groundcover. Forage production averages 2,056 lbs/acre/year.

Also harvested and thinned in 1984, this plot is burned annually. Trees are limited
to scattered oaks and pines, and forage production averages 3,826 lbs/acre/year.

HEADS UP!

Fall Fire Science Webinar Series Continues
Live viewings approved for Society of American Foresters and The Wildlife Society continuing education credit

Robin Innes & Ilana Abrahamson, Rocky Mountain Research Station

November 15, 2016, 1 p.m. CST
Finding the best science available on fire ecology and fire regimes in tallgrass prairie
and oak woodland ecosystems

Dr. Benjamin Knapp, University of Missouri

December 6, 2016, 1 p.m. CST
Repeated burning for oak woodland restoration: long-term effects on stand
development in the Missouri Ozarks

Dan Drees, Fire Ecologist, National Park Service

December 13, 2016, 1 p.m. CST
Insights from 17 years of fire effects data at Ozark National Scenic Riverways

Recent Webinar Recordings Now Available Online
Dr. Matthew Pelkki, University of Arkansas at Monticello
Regional economic benefits from forest restoration projects

Dr. Tara Keyser, US Forest Service, Southern Research Station
Regeneration response to repeated prescribed burning in Appalachian hardwood forests

Moving fire forward...
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SPOTLIGHT
In an effort to introduce you to new people and information from the
region, we interview fire practitioners and researchers about timely
topics. In this issue, we asked these questions of Danna Baxley, with
the Kentucky chapter of The Nature Conservancy.

What are some of the greatest fire research
needs for Kentucky?
DB: The biggest prescribed fire research need in Kentucky involves
identification of specific prescriptions for the use of prescribed fire in
concert with mechanical thinning (or other disturbance) to facilitate
soft mast production as well as oak regeneration. As a result of historic
forest management practices and fire suppression, mesophication of
Kentucky’s forests is a huge concern. We need to identify the best
prescriptive management techniques, specific to Kentucky’s
physiography, to reverse this trend.

Volume 5, Issue 4
October, 2016

Danna Baxley is Director of
Conservation for the Kentucky
Chapter of The Nature
Conservancy, and previously
served as the Research Program
Coordinator for the Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources. She studied
conservation biology at Warren
Wilson College and received her
PhD in biology from the
University of Southern Mississippi. Danna is an active member of the
Kentucky Prescribed Fire Council, serving on the steering committee as
well as participating in working groups focused on implementing a
Certified Burn Boss program in Kentucky.

We also have a great need to build capacity and public support for the use of fire as a management tool in Kentucky. Research on Kentucky-specific
human dimensions would be incredibly valuable in planning public outreach and engagement efforts. Specifically, how do we reverse the negative
public perception of prescribed fire in Kentucky? What type of interventions are effective in influencing cultural anti-fire bias?

What is your biggest concern when deciding to use fire to manage oak woodlands and forests?
DB: Oftentimes, being “in prescription” results in implementation of prescribed fires during weather cycles with inappropriate parameters for natural
fires to occur and/or forest conditions where fire may not carry very well. I can’t help but think optimal ecological benefit is achieved when prescribed
fires mimic natural fire regime timing. Then again, I understand the need to balance safety, control and smoke management!

In your opinion what is the greatest advantage to using prescribed fire when managing oak woodlands and
forests?
DB: No other management tool is feasible and available at the landscape-level, and results in both short and long-term forest and wildlife conservation
gains.

Prescribed Fire/Wildfire Summit
Hilton Garden Inn

Topics include:

Manhattan, KS



December 7-9, 2016
CLICK HERE
for more
information

Fire History of the Great Plains
 Smoke Issues
 Fire Success Stories
 State PBA reports
 Future Directions for Fire
 Fire Policy
 Partnerships using Fire
 Fire Weather
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UPCOMING EVENTS

Central Hardwoods Oak Ecology
& Wildlife Management Conference
March 7-8, 2017
Seasons Lodge, Nashville, IN
Emphasizing forest management, wildlife management, and regenerating
and maintaining oaks using fire and other tools in mesic forest conditions
Held in conjunction with the annual meetings of the Indiana Society of
American Foresters and the Indiana State Chapter of The Wildlife Society
CLICK HERE for more information
See our calendar at oakfirescience.com for a full schedule of upcoming events

November 2-6, 2016: Society of American Foresters 2016 National Convention
Madison, Wisconsin, for more information CLICK HERE

November 14-17, 2016: International Smoke Symposium
Long Beach, California, for more information CLICK HERE

November 15, 2016: Webinar: Robin Innes & Ilana Abrahamson, Rocky Mtn. Research Station
Fire Ecology and Fire Regimes in Tallgrass Prairie and Oak Woodlands Ecosystems, for more information CLICK HERE

December 6, 2016: Webinar: Dr. Benjamin Knapp, University of Missouri
Repeated burning for oak woodland restoration: long-term effects on stand development in the Missouri Ozarks, for more information CLICK HERE

December 7-9, 2016: Prescribed Fire/Wildfire Summit
Manhattan, KS, for more information, CLICK HERE

December 13, 2016: Webinar: Dan Drees, Fire Ecologist, National Park Service
Insights from 17 years of fire effects data at Ozark National Scenic Riverways, for more information, CLICK HERE

February 1-3, 2017: Missouri Natural Resources Conference
Tan-Tar-A, Osage Beach, MO, for more information, CLICK HERE

February 22, 2017: Cross Timbers Natural History and Management Opportunities, Tulsa, OK
Symposium on cultural, biological and environmental diversity across the Cross Timbers ecoregion, more information coming soon HERE

February 22-24, 2017: Oklahoma Natural Resources Conference, Tulsa, OK
Fish, wildlife & rangeland professionals shape the state’s dialogue on hunting, fishing & outdoor recreation, for more information CLICK HERE

March 7-8, 2017: Central Hardwoods Oak Ecology & Wildlife Management Conference
Nashville, IN, for more information, CLICK HERE

Please contribute your event announcements. Send information to: oakfirescience@gmail.com
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